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Jordan Publishing Ltd is pleased to announce the implementation of a new Open
Access policy. Although we primarily publish reference works, we do publish an
important scholarly journal, Child and Family Law Quarterly (CFLQ), as part of our
portfolio. We are sensitive to the fact that academic authors considering submission
to CFLQ are affected by new funding and open access rules, and we wish to support
them by removing any barriers to their submitting articles to the journal.
Our Open Access policy is therefore fully compliant with policies of both the Higher
Education Funding Council for England (HEFCE) and Research Council UK (RCUK)
guidelines. For new, qualifying article submissions going forward, and with immediate
effect, we will offer a “Green OA” option for authors’ articles upon acceptance.
Authors will pay no publication fee, and we will make a copy of the peer reviewed
manuscript (“post print”) freely available on the Web after an embargo period
consistent with the author’s funding agency’s requirements, under a Creative
Commons Attribution-NonCommercial (CC-BY-NC) licence. We will also deposit
article metadata on behalf of the author as necessary in OpenDepot.org.
About Jordan Publishing
Jordan Publishing has a reputation for being at the forefront of supplying legal
information through its online services, automated workflows, training, and
publications, across 18 areas of law.
Under our two brands, Jordans and Family Law, our books and electronic services
offer lawyers the best guidance and with online access to these publications they can
gain essential knowledge from leading legal sources plus cases, statutes, statutory
instruments, forms and precedents, to deliver formidable legal advice to and for their
clients much more quickly.
In addition to our wide range of legal publications we offer CPD accredited training,
including full day courses and seminars, annual update conferences and online
audio, webinar and journal CPD training.
For more information, please visit www.jordanpublishing.co.uk
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